
Considering applying for a MOAM Mini Mission Trip? Here are some reasons from a 

former student manager mini missionary! 

I will never forget the day I received the email detailing the first inaugural MOAM mini 

mission trip.  It was snowing heavily, something highly strange for North Carolina and classes 

had been cancelled, a mere miracle in the history of Wake Forest University.  My equipment 

staff had been partnered with MOAM since the beginning of the fall semester and we were 

working to collect donations for this non-profit organization. I’ll be completely honest, at the 

time, I had no idea what MOAM was all about. The only thing I really knew was that it was a 

non-profit based around student mangers and that we were supposed to collect donations from 

our teams.  For anyone that is a student manager, you are aware of how we typically blend into 

the background of the athletic scene and do some dirty work behind the scenes that nobody ever 

even realizes.  We are usually considered the “extra additions” to the team and sometimes do not 

receive any appreciation for what we do. I was fortunate enough to attend an institution that 

always pulled us on as part of the team and gave us the utmost respect, but I do know that it is 

not always like that. Hence the importance of Managers On A Mission. To have an organization 

that is entirely centered around student managers is an usual occurrence and such a blessing.  

They recognize that student managers are some of the hardest working individuals in the country 

and they want to be the bridge between these people and the opportunity to use their skills to 

serve others.  When I first received the information about the trip, I skimmed over it and actually 

figured out the mission of MOAM.  I remember thinking that the uniqueness of this organization 

was pretty cool and that as much as I would love to go to Africa for the summer, I didn’t see it as 

a feasible possibility.  It just seemed like a goal that was so out of reach especially considering 

my generally full schedule.  I had just been accepted to graduate school, with the program set to 

begin six months after I graduated.  Little did I know, the Lord had already set everything in 

place. This six month gap gave me the perfect opportunity to go, without anything holding me 

back.  I talked to my supervisors and my parents and quickly decided it was something that I 

really wanted to pursue.  I continually prayed over it and eventually decided that the Lord was 

calling me to go.    

Weeks passed, and I didn’t really even think much about it as my senior spring was 

flying by until the day Drew called me.  It was snowing, yet again, and my class had been 

cancelled, otherwise, I would have been unable to answer his phone call.  When we first started 

talking, he completely faked me out by starting out with “We had a lot of applicants, it was a 

difficult decision, etc” and so I was already preparing myself for a let down until he completely 

changed direction and told me that the board had prayerfully selected me and two others to go to 

Malawi for three weeks in the summer.  I don’t know if I can put into words what ran through 

my mind at that time other than God. He knew from the very beginning that I would go on this 

trip so he opened doors every step of the way and believe me, His blessings were far from 

finished.    

The rest of the semester flew by, graduation happened, and the final preparations were 

made for our departure.  I flew by myself for the first time to New York where I met up with 

Justin, Mikey, and Drew for the first time.  I remember asking myself on that first flight about a 



thousand times “Meredith, what are you doing? You just hopped on a plane to go to Africa of all 

places with three people you’ve never met before. This is crazy.” The travel was a new 

experience but a fairly uneventful one, thank goodness. We finally landed in Lilongwe, took a 5 

hour bus ride through the mountains and arrived in Mzuzu at the Rafiki Village.  The next three 

weeks, were by far the most incredible of my life.  We met the children and immediately began 

to bond with them. They all wanted to hold your hand, carry your bag or ask you a billion 

questions. These kids have a hunger for knowledge unlike anything I have ever witnessed. They 

can ask you about something as simple as your favorite color all the way to something you are 

not prepared to debate like your favorite prophet.  They are all so intelligent and so freely share 

their knowledge and not long after we arrived they were teaching me things. I have to say, the 

first few days were overwhelming as I was adjusting to the culture, the time zone, and the energy 

of these kids. But even in that overwhelming feeling, I had nothing but joy.   

Every morning, I looked forward to waking up (even though it was early) and just 

spending time with all those kids.  We were always laughing and having a good time. Spending 

time with them during sports was always a rewarding experience.  We all had the privilege of 

leading devotions a few times before our sports sessions and having each child raise their hand 

and tell me what they learned from my 5 minute devotion with such genuine and sincere hearts 

was one of the ultimate rewards.  It meant God had used me to share His word with them through 

sports.  Their hunger to improve at each thing we taught them was nothing short of amazing.  

They would practice outside of our organized sports time and I can’t tell you the number of times 

I would be sitting with some kids by the basketball goal and a child would ask me to “watch 

him/her hold their follow through.”  Their desire to learn is something that I am not used to; 

however, it doesn’t mean that at times they do not become discouraged.  One of the most 

profound moments I experienced during our sports time was during a basketball session with two 

girls, Nancy and Anna.  Nancy is super small but lightning quick. We were learning how to play 

one on one basketball and she was discouraged because she was too small to rebound and all her 

shots were being blocked.  I showed her how she could make an excellent defender because of 

her quickness and she just lit up when she realized that she was actually preventing the offense 

from scoring.  Anna was having a hard time making shots even when she held her follow 

through. I couldn’t figure out why she kept missing and she was getting more and more 

discouraged each time she tried.  I finally asked her if she was aiming for the square on the 

backboard and she said that she would try that next time.  She hit the square for a perfect bank 

shot—her very first basket. The joy on that child’s face was one of the most satisfying moments I 

had during our trip. It was such a blessing to be able to use my sports experience to help these 

kids learn something new.   

My faith was also strengthened immensely during this trip.  Spending so much time 

reading God’s word and in faithful song and prayer really caused me to examine my heart.  God 

moved in mighty ways and I have no doubt that He used the words of elementary school children 

to do it.  Hearing the prayers of these children was a renewal for my soul.  They all eagerly 

volunteered to pray and their words flowed so freely and beautifully-so innocent and from their 

hearts.  I had children pray specifically for me in devotion times and I was absolutely blown 

away. These kids have so much to deal with in their lives and they were more concerned with 



praying for my safe travels and blessings for my life.  It was so humbling to see them overcome 

their unfortunate circumstance to become some of the most intelligent, ambitious and Godly 

children I have ever had the privilege of knowing.  Probably the single most humbling moment 

came during one of my last nights at dinner. I was sitting with a group of boys known for their 

silliness and this night was no different. We laughed and joked for most of the meal until one 

child asked me if everyone in America believed in Jesus. I sadly had to give him the answer. 

Those 10 boys all looked at me like I had 5 heads. Their innocent stares questioned everything 

coming out of my mouth like they just couldn’t fathom how people lived life without Jesus. They 

were all curious if they were of a different religion and believed in a different God and I had to 

try and explain that some people simply believe that there is no God. After going through 

everything these kids have gone through, they cling to Jesus as the center of their lives. That 

night, those boys promised me they would pray for everyone in the states who didn’t have Jesus 

as their savior. Now isn’t that a bit backwards? Here we are going to “minister” to these kids in a 

less fortunate circumstance, and they’re praying for the people back in America? I want to bottle 

up their faith and pass it out to everyone I see because everyone deserves such an outlook on life. 

They were so grateful for Rafiki and the work that was being done in their lives and for MOAM 

to come spend some time with them. They told us how happy they were that we were there and 

how they never wanted us to leave.  On one of our last nights, a group of girls I was particularly 

close with jokingly begged me to change my flight and just “stay a little longer” and said they 

hoped we missed our plane so we had to come back. Several kids wrote us letters and made us 

bracelets to express their thankfulness for our time.   

Malawi changed my life. If I had to sum the whole trip up in one sentence it would be 

just that. I met some lifelong friends, had my faith strengthened, had my heart broken while 

overflowing with joy at the same time, and got to experience an entirely different world. The 

presence of the Lord is so evident in Africa and I pray that one day you will get the chance to 

experience it. Pouring into these kids so that they can build a better country for their future is 

exactly what MOAM is doing through Rafiki. Even though three weeks seems like a small 

contribution, it is definitely a step toward changing the world.  So coming from a former 

manager who has experienced all this firsthand, I encourage you to apply. Be bold. Give God the 

chance to change your life. You won’t regret it. I promise.  


